Abstract. In this paper, a new approach (scheme) to the analysis of quad-trees in the discrete wavelet spectrum of a digital image is proposed. During the pre-scanning phase, the proposed scheme generates problem-oriented binary codes for the whole set of quad-tree roots (wavelet coefficients) and thereby accumulates information on the significance of respective descendants (wavelet coefficients comprising quad-trees on the view). The developed scheme can be efficiently applied to any zero-tree based image coder, such as the embedded zero-tree wavelet (EZW) algorithm of Shapiro and set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) by Said and Pearlman. Fairly impressive performance of the proposed quad-tree analysis scheme, in the sense of image encoding times, is demonstrated using the SPIHT algorithm and the discrete Le Gall wavelet transform.
Introduction
Over the last few decades, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), as well as wavelets themselves, has gained widespread acceptance in signal processing in general and in image compression in particular [1] [2] [3] [4] . In many applications wavelet-based schemes (also known as sub-band coding) outperform other coding schemes like the one (JPEG) based on DCT [5] . Since there is no need to block the input image and its basis functions have variable length, wavelet coding schemes at higher compression rates avoid blocking artefacts (so peculiar to JPEG). Wavelet-based coding provides substantial improvements in image quality at higher compression ratios, is more robust under transmission of images and also facilitates progressive image reconstruction.
Highly useful are image coders that allow progressive encoding with an embedded bit stream, such as the embedded zero-tree wavelet (EZW) image coder, suggested by Shapiro [6] . With embedded bit streams, the wavelet coefficients are encoded in bit planes, with the most significant bit planes being transmitted first. In that way, the decoder can cease decoding at any point in the bit stream, and it will reconstruct an image with required level of accuracy. Different variants of zero-tree based progressive image coders have been developed since Shapiro introduced his algorithm in 1993. The SPIHT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees) algorithm, proposed by Said and Pearlman, shows excellent results in this class of coders [7] . Some other interesting ideas and innovative proposals in the area are presented in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Embedded bit plane encoding is more efficient if one reorders the wavelet coefficient data in such a way that coefficients with small absolute values tend to get clustered together, increasing the lengths of the zero run in the bit planes. Data structures such as insignificant quad-trees (zero-trees) are very efficient in achieving such clustering of zeros. They are used in EZW, SPIHT, and other wavelet-based image coders.
Though there is a number of wavelet-based image coding schemes available, the need for improved performance and wide commercial usage demand newer and better techniques to be developed.
Modest attempts to improve image encoding times in zero-tree based image coding procedures were made by Kunal Mukherjee et al. [13] . Unfortunately, their RMF (Recursive Merge Filter) based EZW algorithm is bound up with Haar wavelets, and is absolutely inapplicable to higher order wavelets (Le Gall, Daubechies, etc.) .
In this paper, we propose a novel idea (scheme) for the improved analysis of quad-trees in the discrete wavelet spectrum of the image under processing. The proposed scheme generates finite task-oriented binary codes for all roots (wavelet coefficients) of available quad-trees, estimates the current threshold value and makes a decision over the significance of wavelet coefficients (descendants) comprising quad-trees on the view. The developed scheme, being applied to SPIHT encoder, noticeably improves image encoding http://dx.doi.org/10.5755/j01.itc.40. 1.187 times ( (3 11)% − , for lossless compression, and (5 -90)%, for lossy compression; Section 4) and, naturally, the overall performance of the encoder. In parallels, impact of the image smoothness level on the efficiency of SPIHT image encoders is touched on.
Set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) coding
The SPIHT coder is a highly refined version of the EZW algorithm and is a powerful image compression algorithm that produces an embedded bit stream from which the best reconstructed images (in the mean square error sense) can be extracted at various bit rates. Some of the best results, for a wide class of images, have been obtained with SPIHT. Hence, it has become the state-of-the-art algorithm for image compression.
For better understanding of the proposed ideas, we here briefly present the encoding procedure of the conventional SPIHT algorithm [7] . , , , ( , ) L k k cases, respectively. By the way, a wavelet coefficient 1 2 ( , ) Y k k is said to be insignificant with respect to a given threshold
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We here observe that in the first instance it is absolutely necessary to generate binary codes ( , ) V k k in the dark-grey regions are used to generate binary codes 1 2 ( , ) V k k in the lighter-grey regions Thus, to state that the quad-tree, specified by the wavelet coefficient (root, parent)
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Experimental results
To implement both the conventional and the new (supplemented with the proposed quad-tree analysis scheme) versions of the SPIHT algorithm, the discrete Le Gall (wavelet) transform (DLGT) was employed. The latter transform possesses a tolerable "energy compaction" property, has a fast performing technique and facilitates lossless compression of digital images. Incidentally, the default reversible transform in JPEG 2000 is implemented exactly by means of DLGT [3] .
On purpose to estimate efficiency of the developed quad-tree analysis scheme, a number of digital images of size 256×256, characterized by different smoothness level, were processed, namely (Figure 3) : Acura.bmp, Cameraman.bmp, Forest.bmp. Computer simulation was performed on a PC with CPU: Intel® Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q8200@ 2.33 GHz, RAM 3 GB, OS System: 32-bit Windows Vista; Programming language: Java.
As it can be seen from Table 1 , application of the developed quad-tree analysis scheme to lossless encoding (the threshold value Also, we here observe that the overall performance of both the conventional SPIHT algorithm and the modified SPIHT algorithm depends on the smoothness level (class) of the image under processing [14] . The lower smoothness of the image, the longer image encoding times (for both algorithms), and slightly less visible (in terms of τ ω ; lossy encoding) advantage of the modified SPIHT algorithm over the conventional one ( Figure 5) .
Finally, we notice that the smoothness level α of test images was determined by computing the rate of "decay" of respective DCT coefficients. In particular, 
Conclusion
In the paper, a novel scheme for the accelerated analysis of quad-trees in the discrete wavelet spectrum of a digital image is proposed. The proposed scheme generates problem-oriented binary codes for the entire set of quad-tree roots (wavelet coefficients) and accumulates information on the significance of respective descendants (wavelet coefficients comprising quad-trees on the view).
The developed scheme can be successfully applied to any zero-tree based image encoder, such as EZW algorithm, SPIHT algorithm, EBCOT (Embedded Block Coding with Optimal Truncation [3] ) and others. Numerous experimental results show that implementation of the proposed quad-tree analysis scheme in the SPIHT algorithm noticeably improves image encoding times ( (3 11 Also, the image encoding speed gains directly depend on the smoothness class of the image under processing. The lower smoothness of the image, the longer image encoding times (for both versions of the SPIHT algorithm) and merits of the new SPIHT algorithm stop manifesting so visibly in comparison with the conventional SPIHT algorithm. 
